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Abstract 

Radiation heating is important in many engineering processes including gasification, fuel 

production, materials processing, and concentrated radiation collection. Its high 

efficiency enables it to consistently drive thermal reactions operated under extreme 

conditions. High-flux radiation delivers energy directly to the target bodies and improves 

heat transfer efficiency. Traditional radiation simulators, which have been normally used 

to radiatively heat the targets, usually have some major difficulties with the power 

control and projection. Therefore, this thesis utilizes a multi-diode laser system to 

provide a uniform and well-controlled radiation flux up to 28.87 MW/m2. It serves to 

demonstrate the radiation heating of particles, aggregates, tablets, and droplets. Laser, 

optical, and conventional techniques are applied to reliably record the temperature 

changes in the target bodies, determine the thermal characteristics such as heating rates, 

and investigate the heat transfer process and optical properties of the selected targets. 

According to the researched targets, this thesis is divided into four parts:  

In the first part, the well-controlled radiation was employed on two types of phosphors, 

BaMg2Al10O17:Eu (BAM) and ZnO:Zn, to investigate temperature imaging of mobile 

aggregates under high fluxes and to evaluate the radiation trapping at room temperature. 

For temperature imaging, the real-time temperatures of fluidized BAM aggregates were 

recorded using the planar laser-induced phosphorescence technique. The maximum 

temperature of an aggregate was 1063 K, and the largest average temperature was 723 

K. For non-thermal radiation trapping, the optical properties of BAM and ZnO:Zn were 

derived from the developed collision-based Monte Carlo ray-tracing model. The 

extinction coefficient of ZnO:Zn was 50% smaller than that of BAM. Radiation trapping 
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was predicted in the direction of the radiation path. For ZnO:Zn, 70% of flux was 

scattered when the distance increases to 0.5, while for BAM, the distance was 0.15.  

In the second part, the high-flux radiation was applied on biomass tablets to investigate 

the thermal processes and improve the efficiency of biomass utilization. To avoid any 

physical contact, each biomass tablet was suspended using a home-built acoustic 

levitator. Three different thermal processes, i.e., the initial fast-heating process within 1 

s, the secondary slow-heating process from 1 to 3 s, and the final ignition starting at 3 s, 

were identified from the time-resolved temperature profiles. The ignition temperature 

was determined around 430 to 450 K.   

In the third part, the high-flux radiation was tested on acoustically levitated liquid 

droplets. A newly developed hydrochar slurry fuel was proved to be pseudo-plastic and 

desirable for potential liquid fuel applications. The maximum heating rate of a single 50 

wt.% slurry droplet within the first 0.15 s was measured above 400 K/s. The maximum 

surface ignition time of suspended and irradiated hydrochar slurry droplets was 0.37 ± 

0.01 s, and the surface ignition temperature was 375 ± 15 K, independent of heat flux.  

In the fourth part, the high-flux radiation was employed in the measurement of emissivity 

and absorption function of two solid particles, Al2O3 and SiC, at elevated temperatures. 

The values of emissivity were determined to be 0.75 ± 0.015 for Al2O3 and 0.92 ± 0.012 

for SiC from 300 to 1200 K. The absorption function of Al2O3 at 910 nm was nonlinearly 

increased with the temperature, while that of SiC dropped slightly. The modeling results 

of micro-sized particles suggest that the temperature rise-time of the two materials have 

significantly different dependencies on the radiation flux.  

The outcomes of this thesis will benefit studies done on heat transfer, optical properties, 

and thermal processing in the energy field, especially those high-temperature reactions 

associated with high-flux radiation heating.  
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1.1 Motivations 

Demand for energy-intensive processes has grown considerably in recent times to meet the 

requirements of economic development. A wide range of industries from transportation to 

production and material processing rely on energy-intensive processes and this reliance can 

only increase due to the growth of the world’s population and the global economy.1 Of these 

energy-intensive processes, a large amount of external energy is required to provide high-

temperature process heat and enable the reactor to reach high operating temperatures.2 

Currently, most such processes rely heavily on the utilization of conventional energy sources, 

such as fossil fuels, which have the disadvantages of high cost and environmental pollution. 

Combustion of traditional fossil fuels is also the major source of greenhouse gases and 

contributes around 41% to CO2 emissions.3  

To overcome this problem, a possible solution is to employ radiation as a heat source 

to drive chemical reactions that operate at extreme conditions in terms of temperature and 

radiative flux, i.e. temperatures > 1000 K and average radiative fluxes > 100 kW/m2.4 This 

renewable option has been considered for many decades and proven to be a feasible and 

environmental-friendly strategy of driving high-temperature reactions. Radiation heating 

can provide a non-contact mode of heat transfer, and compared with convective heat transfer, 

radiation heating is more effective at high temperatures because it scales with the fourth 

power of temperature difference instead of the first power. The advantages of using radiation 

as a heating source, such as concentrating solar radiation, in engineering thermal processes 

are summarized below:5 

• The high heating rates are easy to achieve.  

• Products are not contaminated by the by-products from conventional fuel combustion.  

• The discharge of pollutants to the environment is reduced. 

• The need for energy-intensive processing of pure oxygen is eliminated. 
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While radiation heating has traditionally been more expensive than conventional flames, it 

is still receiving growing interest in the context of the need to curtail CO2 emissions because 

radiation heating is compatible with renewable energy. The application of high-flux 

radiation heating offers a great opportunity for future sustainable energy development.  

Radiation heating is now the dominant mode of heat transfer in many engineering processes 

related to the area of fuel and energy, especially those associated with time-dependent heat 

transfer during flow and reaction. Such processes include biomass gasification, 6-7 

combustion,8 fuel production,9 materials processing,10-12 and solar receivers.13-15 

In the literature, most of the reported applications of high-flux radiation are focused 

on thermochemical processes. According to Gallo et al.,16 to maximize efficiency the 

optimum temperature for thermochemical reactions ranges between 1000 to 2500 K with 

radiation flux between 1 to 20 MW/m2. For example, Nikulshina et al.17 presented a design 

of a high-flux reactor for a thermochemical process of CaO-carbonation and CaCO3-

calcination cycles to continuously remove CO2 from ambient air. They used a fluidized bed 

reactor to perform the reaction at 1073 to 1148 K, with reacting particles directly heated by 

high-flux radiation.  

Another important example is the gasification of carbonaceous materials, e.g. coal, 

biomass, coke, etc., to synthesis syngas. In such processes, carbonaceous feedstocks are 

heated with steam and/or CO2 using concentrated radiation. The resulting syngas can be 

directly used for combustion or be transformed into liquid fuels for more economical 

applications.18 With avoiding the conductive heat transport through the reactor walls, the 

utilization of high-flux radiation can transfer energy directly to the reaction site by irradiation 

of carbonaceous feedstocks and improve heat transfer efficiency. Epstein et al.19 reviewed 

different gasifiers and studied the reactor design for the gasification of biomass, oil, and coal. 

They concluded that high-flux radiation-assisted gasification was a promising approach to 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/thermochemical-process
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process carbonaceous materials and its cost was in the same range as traditional gasification 

using fossil fuels.  

Radiation heating is widely applied in the research on concentrated radiation 

receivers for the development of renewable energy systems. For example, solar receivers 

collect high-flux concentrated radiation via parabolic reflectors and convert the radiation 

into thermal energy or chemical energy, which are further transferred into electrical energy. 

The temperature inside the reactor can be over 2000 K, and the high quality of thermal 

energy is achieved because the solar receiver could be assumed as a blackbody.20 Sandia 

National Laboratories (SNL) has studied solar receivers for years.15 Their recent researches 

reported a new generation of the solar receiver,21 which could increase the particle 

temperature from 900 K to 1200 K under the high-flux radiation of 800 kW/m2. The high 

efficiency of power conversion was achieved at 70%. Because of the high temperature and 

high flux achieved inside the solar receiver, it has been used in various applications, for 

instance, the production of hydrogen, treatment of waste materials, and production of new 

energy.20 

More recently, radiation heating has been employed in materials processing for 

substituting fossil fuel and electrical energy. These industrial processes include the melting 

of glass for manufacture,22 production of lime from limestone,23 and purification of zinc 

from its oxidic materials.24 For example, Ahmad et al.22 studied the process of melting glass 

using high-flux radiation. The soda-lime-silica glass sample was successfully melted when 

maintained at a temperature around 1750 K for an hour.  

It is evident that radiation has been considered sufficiently mature as the heating 

source in wide heat-related flows and reactions. Applying radiation heating is essential and 

significant in various engineering processes for heat transfer and thermal diagnostics. 

Delivering high flux radiation into a small target area is also important to investigate the heat 
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transfer of small objectives. Therefore, this thesis utilized a multi-diode laser system to 

provide a uniform and well-controlled radiation flux up to 28.87 MW/m2 in a focal spot area 

with a diameter of 10 mm. This heating source was employed to investigate the radiation 

heating of particles, aggregates, and droplets, whose sizes are less than 5 mm. Laser, optical 

and conventional techniques were applied to reliably record the temperature change of the 

target bodies.   

 

1.2 Aims  

This thesis aims to demonstrate the application of high-flux radiation heating to different 

heat-related engineering processes for small target objects (< 5 mm). The high-flux heating 

source was used to evaluate the thermal characteristics, heat transfer, and optical properties 

of particles, tablets, aggregates, and droplets. The specific investigation aims include: 

• Perform in-situ temperature imaging of fluidized BaMg2Al10O17:Eu (BAM) 

aggregates.  

• Evaluate the radiation trapping effect of BAM and ZnO:Zn phosphors.  

• Diagnose the temperature and thermal processes of acoustically levitated biomass 

tablets.  

• Investigate combustion behaviors, including heating rates and ignition temperatures, 

of newly developed hydrochar slurry droplets.  

• Determine the values of emissivity and absorption functions of solid particles used 

in solar particle receivers, i.e. Al2O3 and SiC particles.  

The outcomes of this thesis will benefit studies done on heat transfer, optical properties, and 

thermal processing in the energy field, especially those high-temperature reactions 

associated with high-flux radiation heating. 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 Here the research background is introduced, followed by the research aims and 

the outline of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 In this chapter, a literature review is presented, and the research gaps are defined. 

Different heating sources are first reviewed, followed by two temperature measurement 

techniques, namely laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP) and infrared thermometry, to 

identify suitable methods for non-intrusive measurement under radiation conditions. Four 

target objectives used in the application of high-flux radiation are systematically discussed 

to identify their research gaps in each work. Also, contactless levitation systems are reviewed 

to eliminate undesired conductive heat transfer in the study involving radiation heating.  

Chapter 3 This chapter introduces a non-intrusively temperature measurement of mobile 

phosphors particles conducted in multiphase flow using a laser diagnostic method with high 

resolution. In this work, the particles were heated under well-characterized laser radiation to 

reach high temperature within a short time in a fluidized bed. Representative results are 

shown and discussed by highlighting the spatially and temporally resolved particle 

temperature images under different radiation fluxes.  

Chapter 4 In this chapter, the phosphor particles were mixed homogeneously with 

transparent epoxy resin to study their radiation trapping. The samples were prepared at 

different loadings. Optical properties are determined for sample porosities between 0.972 

and 0.995 and thicknesses ranging between 0.13 to 1.52 mm. The light scattering and 

wavelength study was conducted at 6 forward angles and 5 backward angles, together with 

4 wavelengths, specifically 532, 635, 808, and 980 nm. The scattering properties of phosphor 

particles were determined using combined experimental and numerical methods.  
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Chapter 5 For this chapter, contactless thermal diagnostic of acoustically levitated biomass 

was done under uniform high flux radiation. To avoid potential and complicated heat 

conduction between biomass samples and the contact system, an innovative contactless 

apparatus was developed to levitate biomass particles by acoustic force. Several key thermal 

parameters of the biomass are reported in this chapter, including the time-resolved heating 

rate and the ignition temperature under high fluxes.  

Chapter 6 This chapter discusses a new hydrochar slurry prepared from hydrothermal 

carbonization of grape marc. The high-flux radiation was used to heat a single droplet of 

hydrochar slurry to determine its temperatures, heating rates, and combustion behaviors. The 

acoustic levitation system, which was previously used in research on biomass combustion, 

was also employed to suspend the slurry droplet without any physical contact. 

Chapter 7 In this chapter, the values of emissivity and absorption functions of radiatively 

heated solid particles used in solar receivers, i.e. aluminum oxide (Al2O3, ~ 95% purity) and 

silica carbide (SiC, ~ 99% purity), were measured at elevated temperatures up to 1200 K. 

The emissivity and absorption function were determined according to a heat transfer model 

of a single particle in the presence of high radiation. Furthermore, the temperature rise-time 

and equilibrium temperature of micro-sized (200 – 1000 µm) particles were evaluated. 

Chapter 8 This is the final chapter of the thesis, and it presents the results and conclusion 

of what this research set out to do, followed by the suggested future extensions.  
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2.1 Radiation heating 

A suitable radiation heating source is critical in radiative heat transfer studies. The heating 

source is required to provide uniform illumination, stable flux, satisfied collimation 

conditions, and high spectral quality.1 Radiation heating has been used to drive a range of 

thermal reactions, which require high-temperature heat as process heat. For example, the 

material processing of calcination operates at the temperature of 1200 K, dry-gasification 

requires the temperature above 1200 K, and superheating of heat transfer fluids for power 

production generally runs between 700 to 1400 K.2 To achieve efficient and intensive 

heating, the desired heating source is expected to produce an irradiance output greater than 

700 W/m2 on the target place with a deviation within the range of ± 50 W/m2.3 As well, 

although thermal applications require lower sensitivity to the spectrum of heating source, 

high spectral quality is still necessary because the absorption, reflectance, and transmittance 

of target materials may vary with the incident radiation.4 Recently, various devices have 

been investigated and developed to deliver high-flux thermal radiation with high spectral 

quality to the target place for high-temperature thermal applications.  

2.1.1 Electric-arc lamps 

High-power electric-arc lamps are often used as the radiation source because they can deliver 

continuous and intensive thermal radiation. To date, two types of lamps have been employed 

and these are the metal halide and xenon arc lamps.  

In metal halide lamps, the electric-arc is generated by a mixture of metal halide 

compounds and vaporized mercury under a pressure of 10 to 35 bar.3 Metal halide lamps 

have been widely selected by researchers because they have the advantages of high 

efficiency, long lifetime, and high spectral quality.5-7 For example, Codd et al.8 built and 

characterized a low-cost and high flux solar simulator to study the heat absorption behaviors 
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of molten salts under high-flux radiation. In their design, seven 1500 W metal halide lamps 

were employed as the light source to simulate the output of real solar radiation. This device 

could produce peak fluxes of approximately 60 kW/m2 at an output aperture of 38 cm in 

diameter. Elsewhere, Kim et al.9 used a solar simulator, one which consisted of 35 metal 

halide lamps, to evaluate the performance of their flat plate solar collector through the heat 

transfer analysis. In their work, each lamp was equipped with a rotating reflector to deliver 

collimated radiation. The maximum intensity was estimated at 1.2 kW/m2. 

The xenon arc lamp is a kind of gas discharge lamp, which generates the electric-arc 

by transmitting electricity through ionized xenon gas under high pressure.10 Compared with 

the radiation sources using metal halide lamps, xenon arc lamps are more costly, however, 

xenon lamps generate a shorter arc than metal halide lamps, which gives xenon lamps the 

ability to generate a higher flux output than metal halide lamps.3, 11 For example, a high-

power xenon arc lamp (up to 30-kW electrical input) was designed at Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory and employed to investigate fast thermal reductions of metal oxides which were 

driven by direct irradiation.12 A xenon lamp was placed around the focus of an aluminum-

coated ellipsoidal mirror with a diameter of 80 cm. Their device could deliver continuous 

power of about 3 kW at the focal plane with peak fluxes up to 16 MW/m2. Additionally, Li 

et al.10 reported a high-flux radiation heating device containing seven 6 kW xenon short-arc 

lamps representing the spectrum of solar radiation. These lamps were adjusted to focus their 

hot spot into a line and provided a total flux distribution with approximately 100 mm in the 

horizontal width and 300 mm in the vertical direction. The peak flux was obtained at around 

1.4 MW/m2. More recently, Li et al.13 constructed and characterized a multi-source high-

flux solar simulator, which consisted seven 4-kWe xenon short-arc lamps, as a lab-scale 

high-temperature solar reactors. In their design, the optical alignment of the xenon arc lamps 

could be precisely adjusted. The measured peak flux of the solar simulator was 7.74 MW/m2, 
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and the electricity-to-target transfer efficiency in a target spot with 60 mm diameter was 

29.6%.  

However, both types of these electric-arc lamps suffer the disadvantages that their 

spectra are further from the real solar spectrum. They usually produce radiation at visible 

wavelengths with additional power in the infrared and ultraviolet ranges.12 The spectra of 

different lamps have been compared by Tawfik et al.3 based on the measurements of emitted 

irradiance distributions. They identified the differences between the spectra of lamps and the 

standard solar spectrum (AM1.5). Compared with real sunlight, the artificial xenon light has 

a strong spectrum intensity in the range between 800 and 1000 nm and extra spectra in the 

range of far ultraviolet. Metal halide lamps have a good quality spectrum distribution of less 

than 900 nm but present a discrepancy with the solar spectrum when the range of the 

wavelength is longer than 900 nm. Moreover, the lamps cannot provide a true point heat 

source.14 Consequently, it is difficult to get a specific flux distribution of the radiation source 

or to perform any corrections for other phenomena, like attenuation in flux intensity. 

Additionally, conventional xenon arc lamps usually have the problem of “hot-spots”, which 

is caused by radiation overlap. These “hot-spots” might damage the reactors when the heat 

flux is high.14 

2.1.2 Fiber‐optic based laser heating systems 

Fiber lasers can provide coherence radiation with specified wavelengths and well-defined 

spectral distributions. In thermal applications, heating radiation can be conveniently 

delivered through an optical fiber by coupling the output of laser diodes. Fiber-coupled diode 

lasers have the advantages of high brightness, low-temperature dependence, high optical 

efficiency, high stability, and are easy to control.15 The light from the fiber has a 

homogenized intensity profile and well-characterized beam quality. Each diode laser module 

is easy to be replaced without changing the optical alignment of the radiation beam, which 
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is convenient in many cases. The heat flux can be adjusted easily by changing the laser 

current and delivered to a small target point. Besides, fiber-coupled devices can potentially 

be combined with other fiber-optic components.   

Nowadays, high-power diode lasers can deliver watt-level output power as every 

single emitter has good beam quality and achieves efficiencies of more than 70%, while a 

diode laser bar consisting of several emitters can provide a power lever up to tens of watts.16 

For example, Jaramillo et al.17 did a theoretical study on transferring concentrated solar 

radiation using optical fibers. They found the equation for heat radiation and conduction 

through fibers and determined that the heat flux was 26 W at the end of 10 m fiber with the 

transfer efficiency of 88 %. Liang et al.18 built two flexible fiber-optic bundles to deliver the 

radiation energy of 200 W. In their design, each bundle contained 19 optical fibers with 1.5 

mm in diameter. The transmission efficiency of each bundle amounted to 70%. More 

recently, Vijayakumar et al.16 demonstrated spectral beam combining of a 980 nm tapered 

diode laser bar, which consisted of 12 single emitters. At the operating current of 30 A, the 

laser bar produced a power level of 9.3 W. Additionally, Werner et al.15 reported a high 

power fiber-coupled diode laser module where each single diode laser could provide 60 W 

output power. The spectrum had a maximum absorption intensity at 976 nm and the optical 

efficiency achieved was more than 80%. Furthermore, the cost reduction in light-emitting 

diodes makes the fiber laser competitive with other radiation heating sources, such as 

electric-arc lamps.14  

In our work, a new and efficient 3.168 kW radiation source coupled to a fiber optical 

head was introduced. The heating was supplied by a high radiation multi-diode laser system 

which provides well-characterized high-flux radiation up the power level of MW. Figure 2.1 

below depicts a schematic diagram of the radiation source.  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the high radiation multi-diode laser system. The system contained 

6 groups (I-VI) of 7 individual Laser Fiber Modules (LFM). FOH: fiber optical head. LA: lens 

adjustment.   

The system contained a total of 42 lasers, which are 41 fiber-coupled diode laser 

modules (Nlight, Model e06.0900915200) allocated in 6 group layers (I-VI) and one pilot 

guide laser.14 The 7 diode laser modules on each layer were spliced into a fiber combiner 

with a splicing efficiency higher than 99%. Then, the outputs of the combiner from 6 groups 

were combined into another fiber combiner with a 1500 µm output heating fiber, which 

could provide a focused radiation region with a 10.5 mm diameter at 500 mm away from the 

fiber optical head. The peak wavelength of the laser system varied slightly from 904.0 nm 

to 918.5 nm. The device delivers high output power with an excellent beam profile and 

provides a uniform heating region on the target place. The focused radiation had an intensive 

flux of up to 32.8 MW/m2, i.e. ∼30, 000 suns.  
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In this thesis, this high radiation multi-diode laser system was employed as a high-

flux heating source to study the following: in-situ temperature of fluidized phosphor 

aggregates in Chapter 3; thermal behaviors of biomass tablets in Chapter 5; hydrochar 

slurry droplets in Chapter 6; and optical properties of solid particles used in solar thermal 

receivers in Chapter 7. Added to the analyses conducted in this thesis, the non-thermal 

radiation trapping effect and radiation scattering distribution of phosphors at room 

temperature were investigated in Chapter 4.  

 

2.2 Target temperature measurement under high-flux radiation 

A key to advancing our understanding of radiation heat transfer in energy-related systems is 

the capacity to provide an accurate and well-resolved measurement of temperature, both 

spatially and temporally. Traditional methods widely rely on the measurement devices such 

as thermocouples, Langmuir probes, resistance temperature detectors, and thermistors.19 

However, such devices require direct physical contact with measured objects, which limits 

their applicability in the temperature measurement of moving surfaces, for instance, particles 

inside a fluidized reactor. Any contact between the temperature sensor and heating radiation 

always results in an undesired temperature increase. Regarding these points, numerous non-

intrusive diagnostic techniques are emerging with strong potential to achieve contactless and 

in situ temperature measurements in radiation-heated reactors.20-22 One of these techniques 

is laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP), which utilizes thermographic phosphors (TPs) to 

offer a non-invasive temperature measurement for both static and moving surfaces with high 

accuracy. Another available technique is infrared thermography. It is a process of using an 

infrared (IR) camera to spatially quantify the thermal field on a measured surface with quick 

response time and high sensitivity.  
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2.2.1 Laser-induced phosphorescence using phosphors 

The principle of LIP is based on the luminescence properties of phosphors. Phosphors mostly 

exist as a powder and different phosphors are suitable for various temperature ranges. After 

laser excitation, they will release electrons from the excited state to the ground state. 

Meanwhile, the long afterglow is emitted, and this is known as phosphorescence. Unlike fast 

fluorescence, phosphorescence lasts longer due to the forbidden transitions from triplet-to-

singlet states, while fluorescence is only caused by singlet-to-singlet transitions.23 Figure 2.2 

illustrates the formation process of phosphorescence comparing with fluorescence following 

light absorption, where S0 is the ground electronic state, S1 is the first excited singlet state, 

and T1 is the first excited triplet state. Generally, phosphors can offer the precisions surface 

thermometry over the broad temperature range up to more than 1900 K.24 The calibration of 

phosphors needs to be done within their specified temperature range before measuring the 

unknown temperature in an experiment.25 

 

Figure 2.2: Formation process of fluorescence and phosphorescence following light absorption.23 

Compared with other non-invasive particle temperature measurement techniques 

identified to date, LIP using phosphors can provide more accurate results due to its low 

sensitivity of the particle surface properties to temperature and low interferences from 
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chemiluminescence or scattering light.26 For example, pyrometry is another method that can 

provide non-invasively two-dimensional particle temperature measurement. However, its 

accuracy is affected by the emissivity of the target surface and interfering light from 

surrounding objects or backgrounds. Pyrometry is unable to differentiate the temperature 

signal was from the particle surface only or was interfered with the surrounding noises.27-28 

To compare the characteristics of different non-invasive temperature measurements using 

laser techniques, Table 2.1 below summarizes the advantages and disadvantages for each of 

them.  

Table 2.1: Advantages and disadvantages of different non-invasive temperature measurement 

methods.19, 29-30 

Techniques Advantages Disadvantages 

Temperature-sensitive 

coating, e.g. thermal 

paints 

non-contact 

- Limitation of temperature <380 K 

- Inappropriate for time-resolved 

measurements: irreversible color 

change at the peak temperature 

Pyrometry Enable two-dimensional imaging 

Poor accuracy due to: 

- emissivity of particle surface 

- interfering light 

laser-induced 

phosphorescence (LIP) 

Suitable for both turbulent and 

laminar flows 

Low sensitivity to the background  

Suitable in high-temperature 

conditions  

- low signal intensity and strong 

blackbody radiation effect at 

extremely high temperatures (> 

1700 K)  

 

The emission of phosphors will change along with the increasing temperature. Since 

the emission properties from different phosphors are different, mainly, two properties can 

be exploited to extract temperature information in phosphor thermometry. These are lifetime 

of the phosphorescence decay and intensity ratio between two emission lines in the 

phosphorescence spectrum. Both methods are can be done in one-point and 2D measurement. 

The lifetime method is more detectable than the intensity ratio method as its system is easier 
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to be controlled than the intensity ratio whose accuracy is highly dependent on the system’s 

alignment. However, for fast-moving objects like moving particles, fluids, and sprays, the 

intensity ratio method can be a viable alternative to the lifetime method, since the errors 

contributed by the fast movement can be reduced by the quotient formation of the intensity 

method. Furthermore, the intensity ratio method can conduct the 2D single-shot temperature 

measurement just using standard cameras instead of high-speed ones.19  

For the LIP technique using the intensity ratio method, the integrated intensity ratio 

of two spectral positions serves to indicate the temperature of heated particles. This approach 

is applicable for phosphors that have two or more broad or large shifted emission lines when 

the temperature increases. For example, YAG:Dy is a widely used phosphor in thermometry. 

Figure 2.3 presents its emission spectrum with temperature and the intensity ratios of 458 

nm and 497 nm. It is clear to see that YAG:Dy has two spectral lines at 458 nm and 497 nm, 

and the intensity ratio of these two lines are strongly temperature-dependent from 400 to 

1600 K. The intensity ratio is calculated by driving the average normalized emission 

intensity at 497 nm with the average normalized emission intensity at 458 nm.     

 

Figure 2.3: YAG:Dy emission spectrum with temperature and the intensity ratio of 458 nm and 497 

nm.21  

The LIP intensity ratio method is also suitable for two-dimensional (2D) temperature 

measurement. The 2D temperature images can be obtained simultaneously by two cameras 
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or some double imaging devices, like a stereoscope. Through two spectral bandpass filters, 

two individual images in the desired spectral area can be separated and retrieved at the same 

time. After background corrections, the temperature will be derived by overlapping two 

images on the pixel to pixel basis followed by evaluating the intensity ratios.25 Goss and co-

workers31 were the first to measure the temperature by the intensity ratio method based on 

YAG:Dy samples. A CO2 laser was employed as the heat source, and the measurement of 

temperature distribution was conducted on a thermosetting plastic. The YAG:Dy phosphors 

presented the sensitivity over the temperature range of 300 to 1500 K, with the observed 

uncertainty around ± 9 to 50 K. Most recently, Jaber et al.32 coated the surface of porous 

media burner (PMB) through a mixture of YAG:Dy phosphors and binder materials. After 

comparing the obtained surface temperature, the intensity ratio method provided more 

precise results than thermocouples. The inaccuracy detected by the intensity method was 

only 5.3% while the inaccuracy found when using thermocouples could be up to 20%.  

In this thesis, the LIP technique with the intensity ratio method was used to measure 

the temperature of mobile phosphor aggregates in Chapter 3. The phosphor aggregates were 

heated under high-flux radiation and experienced fast movement in a fluidized bed. 

2.2.2 Infrared thermometry   

Infrared thermometry is a contactless measurement technique that quantifies the thermal 

field on a measured surface for research purposes. The fully two-dimensional infrared (IR) 

camera applied in infrared thermometry can offer color images and spatially identify surface 

temperature fields with quick response time and high sensitivity. It has the advantages of 

non-intrusive measurement, suitable in high-temperature conditions, and suitable in both 

static conditions and fluid flows. When compared with other non-intrusive methods, infrared 

thermography with an IR camera is more flexible, repeatable, and easier to operate.33    
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Recently, infrared thermometry has wide applications in temperature measurement. 

For example, Mikielewicz et al.34 studied the dryout heat flux of four fluids in a minichannel 

using infrared thermometry. The IR camera determined the temperature of the channel’s wall 

and the location of the liquid film in the flow derived from thermal images. It worked in the 

spectral range of 7.5 to 13 µ and could measure the temperature from 0 to 350 ºC with an 

accuracy of ± 2%. Their work demonstrated the feasibility of using infrared thermometry to 

investigate the thermo-hydrodynamics of laminar flows in a minichannel. As well, infrared 

thermography with an IR camera can provide a high-resolution measurement of local 

temperatures. Mehta and Khandekar33 employed an IR camera to study the heat transfer of 

water flow through a square channel. The IR camera they used had an operational spectral 

range of 3 to 5 µm and the measurement uncertainty was less than 0.02 K. By capturing the 

high-resolution thermal images of wall temperatures, they successfully developed the heat 

transfer model of laminar flows and determined the heat transfer coefficient. Moreover, 

Klassen et al.35 used the infrared thermometry technique to obtain the transient solid surface 

temperature distribution of a droplet, in an effort to investigate its evaporative cooling 

process. Astarita et al.36 analyzed the capability of infrared thermography in their 

investigation of convective flow behaviors, such as jet over rotating disks.  

 The accuracy of infrared thermometry using an IR camera mainly depends on the 

emissivity of the object’s surface, measurement distance, the angle of observation, the media 

gas, and interference from heating sources, such as the lamp lighting.37 Emissivity is the 

ratio of the thermal radiation from the surface of the measured object to the radiation emitted 

from a black surface at the same temperature. When using an IR thermal measurement 

system, a uniform emissivity value, varying from 0 to 1, is required in the parameter setup. 

Recently, Salem et al.38 studied the optimal emissivity values of the surface coating and used 

infrared thermometry to measure the thermal capability of the high-voltage power electronic 

components. The emissivity coefficient was adjusted through the range from 0.88 to 1.00 in 
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an interval of 0.02. They discovered that the optimal emissivity value was 0.98 for the black 

paint coating and 0.88 for the boron nitride. Their IR camera had an accuracy of ± 2 ºC. 

However, in most cases, emissivity only contributed a small error to temperature 

measurement.36 Furthermore, calibration procedures and a model of measurement error were 

developed to evaluate the accuracy of the IR camera.39 Currently, most potential errors can 

be eliminated or considered when processing data. The new data processing software makes 

the system easy to operate. An image averaging function can decidedly improve the image 

quality under harsh environments, such as high temperature or turbulent flow.36 

 In this thesis, infrared thermometry with an IR camera (Jenoptik, VarioCAM HD) 

was employed to measure the temperature of levitated biomass particles and hydrochar 

slurry droplets under high-flux radiation in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. The IR 

camera was operated at a frame rate of 50 Hz, corresponding to a temporal resolution of 20 

ms, and a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm per pixel. For the setting of camera parameters, the 

emissivity of biomass particles was assumed to be 0.95 while that of the black slurry droplet 

was set to 0.98. The spectral range of the IR camera is from 7.5 to 14 μm. As the spectral 

wavelength of heating laser radiation is centered at 910 nm, no interference of the heating 

radiation to the thermometry camera can be observed. Moreover, the IR camera was 

employed to check the surface temperature of the static solar particles which were heated by 

laser radiation in Chapter 7. The accuracy of infrared temperature measurement has been 

verified with a thermocouple and the high accuracy of using the infrared camera is 

maintained within ±5 K at temperatures ranging from 300 to 800 K.  
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2.3 Research targets used in the application of high-flux radiation 

In this thesis, the high-flux radiation heating source was used to investigate and characterize 

radiation heating of particles, aggregates, pallets, and droplets. The selected research targets 

include phosphor aggregates, biomass tablets, hydrochar slurry droplets, and solid particles 

used in solar thermal receivers.  

2.3.1 Phosphor aggregates 

The primary consideration in selecting phosphors is that the temperature sensitivity of the 

selected phosphors must be in the desired temperature range. Their chemical and physical 

interaction with the environment and interference of blackbody radiation should be 

minimized.21 In this research, BaMg2Al10O17:Eu (BAM) and ZnO:Zn were selected as the 

surveyed phosphors.  

ZnO:Zn phosphor has a short lifespan of below 1 ns, which enables the measurement 

of fast-moving objects, which is significant for measuring temperature in turbulent flows. It 

has a high-temperature sensitivity with a very large line shift. Thus, the intensity ratio 

between different parts of the emission spectra can be used to conduct temperature 

measurement. Normally, two emission lines at 380 nm and 510 nm are selected for the 

purpose of analysis.40 The exceptionally high-temperature sensitivity, where 1% ratio 

change corresponds to around 4 K temperature change, makes the measurement very precise 

and therefore is the best phosphorescence measurement. Recently, Kueh et al.41 reported the 

direct planar temperature measurement of individual ZnO:Zn phosphor aggregates using the 

LIP method, and the maximum particle temperature observed for ZnO:Zn phosphors is 650 

K.  

BAM is another widely used phosphor, which has stable physical properties and a 

strong emission line at 440 nm. Its high melting point at 2190 K ensures the particles will 
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not be damaged in high-temperature applications.42 Compared to ZnO:Zn phosphors, the 

temperature sensitivity range of BAM phosphors can reach up to 1300 K,21 which is more 

than 500 K higher than the ZnO:Zn phosphors than that used in the previous study.41 Figure 

2.4 presents the normalized emission spectra of BAM phosphors at 290 K to 1150 K 

following 355 nm laser excitation measured by Aldén et al.21 Based on the emission spectra 

at elevated temperatures, the normalized intensity at a wavelength of around 460 nm almost 

remains unchanged with temperature, while that at 400 nm exhibits an obvious increase. 

This demonstrates that the ratio of the signals obtained 460 nm to that at short slope 

wavelength, e.g. 400 nm can be used to provide a measurement of temperature.  

 

Figure 2.4: Normalized emission spectra of BAM phosphors at 290 K to 1150 K following 355 nm 

laser excitation.21  

 Recently, Fond et al.43 investigated the luminescence properties of BAM phosphors 

in the gas phase. They performed spectrally resolved measurements on BAM phosphor 

powders and observed that the emission spectrum of BAM phosphors shifts continuously 

from 300 K to 1100 K towards shorter wavelengths. They confirmed that BAM phosphors 

constitute a desired material for temperature measurements in turbulent flows up to 920 K. 

Their work gives confidence that the LIP technique with BAM phosphors is reliable to 
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perform the non-intrusive temperature measurement under high-flux radiation. However, its 

in-situ phosphor temperature measurement with 2D images in high-temperature reactors has 

scarcely been investigated. Therefore, Chapter 3 reports detailed work done on the two-

dimensional temperature measurement of fluidized BAM phosphor aggregates through a 

pair of spatially resolved images in an environment where particles are heated by high-flux 

radiation.  

 Furthermore, the optical properties of dispersed media have been widely investigated. 

The numerical models have been developed to determine their optical properties and to study 

the radiation transfer of different particle suspensions. For example, Dombrovsky and co-

workers44 calculated the radiation absorption and scattering of diesel fuel droplets using the 

Mie theory. Their results are applicable for the analysis of radiative characterization 

including radiation attenuation caused by fuel droplets and spays. Recently, Coquard and 

Baillis45 computed the optical properties of spherical particle beds based on independent 

scattering theory. Cunsolo et al.46 calculated the scattering phase function of cellular foams 

using Monte Carlo ray-tracing techniques. Zeghondy et al.47 used the Radiative Distribution 

Function Identification (RDFI) model to determine the extinction and absorption coefficients 

of high porosity materials. In addition, to confirm the robustness of modeling approaches, 

the experimental works for the determination of optical properties were performed on 

different light-absorbing-scattering media. The literature covers the extinction coefficient 

determination of packed-beds,48 the asymmetry factor characterization of ceramic foams,49-

50, and the scattering analysis of dispersed media.51 These previous works imply that the 

optical properties play an important role in the modeling of radiation trapping and heat 

transfer process. However, the comprehensive studies on optical properties and radiation 

trapping effects of phosphors, especially in the experimental aspect, have been rarely 

reported. Therefore, Chapter 4 investigates the optical properties and non-thermal radiation 
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trapping of ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors at room temperature using a spectro-goniometric 

system and a Monte Carlo ray-tracing model.  

2.3.2 Biomass tablets 

Biomass such as straw, rice husks, and wood, are now available in large quantities as waste 

from agricultural and forest practices. Biomass typically contains around 50% carbon, 6% 

hydrogen, and 40% oxygen on a dry, ash-free basis and its energy content is around 19 to 20 

MJ kg-1. A high temperature around 1200 K is required in biomass thermal processes due to 

their intensive energy consumption.52  

Currently, different types of biomass are selected as feedstock to investigate 

radiation-driven biomass pyrolysis and gasification. For example, Wu et al.53 reported the 

pyrolysis of mallee wood powder under concentrated solar radiation at various temperatures, 

heating rates, and holding times. They found the products from solar-thermal pyrolysis were 

mainly volatiles (90 – 95 wt.%) and the char yields were maintained at considerable amounts 

(8.3 – 15.3 %) at a high temperature of 2200 K, which was very important to the design of 

solar-thermal reactors. Bellouard et al.54 experimentally tested a 1 kW tubular solar reactor 

for continuous solar-driven gasification of biomass. A wood mixture of pine and spruce 

(bark included) was used as biomass feedstocks. A sun heliostat reflected the solar radiation 

to a parabolic mirror to a flux density up to 16 MW/m2. In their work, the high carbon 

conversion rate was achieved at 93.5% and the maximum conversion rate of solar-to-fuel 

reached 28% when the temperature of the biomass was at 1700 K.  

Furthermore, temperature plays an important role in the thermo-chemical processing 

of biomass.55 At higher temperatures and heating rates, volatile materials easily escape from 

the system, resulting in the reduction of char yields. For example, according to Park et al.56, 

when the reaction increases from 638 K to 879 K, the char yields were observed to decrease 
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from 31% to 17%. Conversely, at lower temperatures, biomass may experience an 

incomplete decomposition, which causes a large amount of non-pyrolytic solid in char 

product. Wang et al.57 studied the effect of temperature on the product quality for various 

types of biomass feedstock (pine, beech, bamboo, demolition wood). They found that when 

the temperature ranged from 723 K to 823 K, a liquid product was formed such as bio-oil, 

and the solid product formed was not carbonaceous. Only at temperatures higher than 773 

K did the solid product of char, which contained more than 85 wt.% carbon, form. Liquid 

product yields highly depend on operating conditions like reaction pressure, temperature, 

and volatiles residence. Increasing temperature can increase liquid yields to the maximum 

value.  

According to Kersten et al.58, the maximum yield of bio-oil was achieved at 

temperatures of 673-823 K for different types of biomass feedstock. Over this temperature 

range, the decomposition of vapor became significant, causing a decline in condensed liquid 

yields and a corresponding increase in gas yield. The best bio-oil quality was obtained at the 

maximum yield temperature. The yields of gases usually increase significantly at high 

temperatures because they are the main products derived from vapor decomposition. The 

composition of in-condensable gas is also affected by temperature. For example, Luo et al.59 

studied the fast pyrolysis of wood feedstocks in a fluidized bed reactor. Their experimental 

results showed that high temperatures greater than 773 K caused large amounts of CO and 

CH4, but a small amount of CO2. The gases with higher heating values could be obtained at 

a higher temperature. Therefore, direct and accurate measurement of biomass temperature is 

urgently required to understand the biomass thermal processes and improve energy 

efficiency. 

Chapter 5 reports on a study that investigated the fast-thermal processes of biomass 

tablets under high-flux radiation heating, particularly for understanding the synergy of 
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renewable biomass and radiation energy. The high-fidelity data, including temporally 

recorded biomass temperatures and heating rates, are presented in this chapter.   

2.3.3 Hydrochar slurry  

Bio-slurry fuel is a kind of liquid biofuel produced from biomass resources. Compared with 

the traditional bioliquid, it has the advantages of low operating cost, high energy density, 

ease of storage, and suitability in a wide range of applications. These include boilers, 

gasifiers, and combustion engines.60  

Early research into liquid slurry fuels highlighted the main concerns of slurry fuel as 

a liquid fuel alternative. For the process of burning in slurry fuels, the liquid medium is 

consumed first before the solid phase begins to burn. This burning mechanism is suitable 

unless particle agglomeration has caused larger groups of particles to clump together which 

can occur before, or during the ignition stage.61 This causes low combustion efficiency and 

build-up of solid residue inside machinery. The particle agglomeration can be effectively 

overcome by using stabilization agents in the form of dispersants. In addition, ash content 

leads to a build-up of solids inside reactors. In the 1980s, coal-water slurry fuels were used 

in a diesel engine as a replacement for diesel fuels.62 However, the component wear of 

engines using slurry fuels was 2 to 20 times faster than that of engines using diesel fuels due 

to the higher ash content in slurry fuels. 

Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) is a thermochemical process that produces a 

high-energy-density char which is an important raw material of bio-slurry fuels. HTC 

converts the biomass feedstock into a coal-like solid product that has been successfully used 

as “hydrochar”.63-64 The typical operating temperature and pressure of HTC are maintained 

within the range of 453 to 523 K and 10 to 80 bar depending on the reactor’s temperature. 

The solid loading of the reactor must be 20 to 50% for feasible economic operations.65 

During hydrothermal treatment, significant amounts of inorganics can be dissolved in the 
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water and removed from the formed char product.66 Hence, hydrochar presents a 

considerable reduction in ash content when compared with pyrolyzed biochar, and its 

utilization can significantly avoid combustion problems caused by high ash content.63, 67    

Currently, the studies about hydrochar are mainly focused on the direct combustion 

of solid products.67-70 For example, Liu et al.67 investigated the co-combustion behaviors of 

lignite and hydrochar which were produced from coconut fibers and eucalyptus leaves. They 

reported that fuel quality could be improved by the hydrochar due to its high energy density 

and low ash content. Tremel et al.70 did gasification experiments on hydrochar formed from 

beech wood and found that pulverized hydrochar particles could promote the fluidization 

process during combustion. However, work done on the application of hydrochar in the form 

of slurry is scarcely reported, and none of its fuel properties has been optimized for use in 

boiler, gasifier, or diesel engines. The thermal characteristics, such as surface temperature 

and heating rate, of slurry fuel droplets are also scarcely reported. Subsequently, in Chapter 

6 a new hydrochar slurry was derived from hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc. The 

rheological properties of hydrochar slurry were measured experimentally. A single 

hydrochar slurry droplet was irradiated under high-flux radiation to characterize its thermal 

behaviors under radiation heating.  

2.3.4 Solid particles used in solar particle receivers  

Solid particles have been proposed as media for the absorption of concentrated solar 

radiation and storage of heat in various solar reactors, such as falling particle receivers, 

vortex particle receivers, fluidized-bed receivers, and obstructed particle receivers with 

porous media.71-74 Utilizing particles tolerant of high temperatures can increase the operating 

temperature of concentrated solar power (CSP) plants to above 1000 K, thus improving 

energy efficiency and reducing energy storage costs.75 In numerical assessments of the 

thermal efficiency of a receiver under design, the optical properties of solar particles 
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including absorptivity and emissivity are of crucial importance since they are the controlling 

factors in solar radiation harvesting and heat loss, respectively. The absorption and emission 

properties of the particles’ surface may change at high temperatures due to oxidation, 

material transformation, or both.76  

Concerning the investigation of CSP plants with solid particles, Chen et al. 77 

modeled the thermal behavior of falling particles inside a solid particle receiver. The 

emissivity of solid particles was treated as a constant value of 0.8, independent of 

temperature. Flamant 78 measured the total emissivity (spectrally averaged) of fluidized beds 

of different micro-sized particles (diameter = 250 µm) under solar radiation, including 

zirconia, silica carbide, silica sand, and chamotte. Diago et al. 79 investigated the optical 

properties of sand and evaluated the performance of concentrated solar particle receivers. 

The results indicated that emissivity decreases with increasing temperature. Compared with 

experimental results, their numerical values show obvious underestimation, particularly 

when the equilibrium temperature is higher than 573 K. Klein et al. 80 simulated the heat 

transfer process within a directly irradiated solar receiver using relatively small carbon black 

particles. They used Mie theory to calculate the absorption efficiency factor in which the 

complex refraction index of carbon black particles was assumed as that of soot particles at 

room temperature.81  

Different particles have been proposed and investigated under high operating 

temperatures in CSP particle receivers.82-83 Of these potential particles, ceramic particles 

show high absorptance, are low cost and have a long tolerance time.84 Aluminum oxide 

(Al2O3) and silica carbide (SiC) particles are two types of ceramic particles widely used in 

CSP plants because of their excellent thermal properties and high refractoriness.85 Ho et al.71 

summarized the solar absorber efficiency of several solid particle media, including sintered 

bauxite proppants (contain > 75% Al2O3) and SiC. They found the absorptance of some of 
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the sintered bauxite proppants was quite high (> 0.9) and the particle stability was better at 

1000 K. The absorber efficiencies of Al2O3 and SiC varied from 0.84 to 0.86, which were 

much higher than that of fracking sand (0.49). Al2O3 and SiC have also been widely used as 

media in numerical simulations of CSP plants.77, 86 For example, Gomez-Garcia et al.86 

developed an analytical model comprising a multistage fluidized bed heat exchanger for 

designing concentrated solar plants. Their analysis was conducted based on the thermal 

properties of SiC particles. According to their model, the system’s thermal efficiency could 

reach 99.3% and a global heat exchange efficiency achieving 49.7%. However, the 

absorptivity and emissivity of typical solar particles (Al2O3 and SiC) at high temperatures 

have been rarely reported and remain the main sources of uncertainty in numerical 

simulations of concentrated solar-particle receivers. Thus, to provide reliable values of 

emissivity and absorption function for the numerical modeling of CSP receivers, the detailed 

work on the absorption and emission properties of Al2O3 and SiC particles at high 

temperatures (up to 1200 K) is reported in Chapter 7.   

In addition, solid solar particles ranging from hundreds of micrometers to a few 

millimeters were usually chosen in experimental and numerical studies, e.g. 280 μm and 697 

μm in falling particle receivers87-89, 1 mm in rotating kiln/centrifugal receivers90, 250 μm in 

fluidized particle receivers78, and relatively large particles 1 - 3 mm in quartz-tube solid 

particle receivers73. Smaller particles are not preferable, and this is likely due to safety 

concerns with particle egress or the high manufacturing costs of fine particles. It is 

particularly important but very challenging to directly measure the thermal behaviors of 

these small particles (hundreds of micrometers) suspended in air and under high radiation 

flux. Thus, Chapter 7 also reports detailed work done on the numerical evaluation of 

temperature increase time and equilibrium temperature (i.e., the achievable maximum 

temperature) for micro-size solar particles.  
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2.4 Levitation systems  

Contactless levitation systems are significant in the study involving radiation heating since 

they have the potential to be easily combined with any radiation heating source without 

physical contact. In the application of high-flux radiation, direct temperature measurement 

of reactants is also required to understand the details of heat transfer in high-temperature 

environments. To simplify experimental conditions, the selected particle or droplet samples 

were usually fixed on a sample holder.91-92 However, the sample holder can be heated under 

radiation and influence the reaction temperature.93-94 The undesired and complex heat 

conduction between the sample and the holder, together with potential catalytic effects, gives 

rise to much uncertainty. For example, Carlssona et al.95 observed the behaviors of biomass 

particles under high-flux thermal radiation using a high-speed camera. They heated the 

biomass particle by a continuous wave 2 W Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm. The biomass particle 

was placed between two microscope cover glasses. Although most of the radiation is 

transmitted through the glasses, the glasses could still be heated up by the laser, especially 

after a period. Wu et al.53 reported the pyrolysis of biomass powders in a graphite crucible 

under concentrated solar radiation and found heat loss from the biomass samples to the 

crucible walls. Stenseng et al.96 also stated that the discrepancy between their experimental 

and modeling results could be due to the heat transfer and thermal lag between the sample 

and the crucible/thermocouple, which was not considered in the model. Therefore, 

contactless levitation systems are critically required to free the samples from physical 

contact to avoid the influences of unnecessary heat transfer.  

2.4.1 Electrodynamic (ED) balances 

In the few studies that have been published on contactless levitation systems for temperature 

measurement, electrodynamic (ED) balances were used to suspend particles and droplets by 

creating a dynamic electric field. For example, Biagini et al.97 developed an experimental 
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method to suspend a single biomass particle and characterized its chars formed by fast 

pyrolysis with high temperature and heating rate. An ED balance was chosen to levitate the 

biomass particle due to its versatility. The biomass was heated by a CO2 laser and its 

temperature was measured by pyrometry. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic of their ED 

balance and temperature measurement system. Also, D’Amore et al.98 used ED balance to 

study the oxidation rates of single char particles in the temperature range of 500 to 1200 K. 

Weiss and Bar-Ziv99 studied the non-uniform shrinkage and activation of highly porous 

chars during combustion using an improved ED chamber. Oxidation of char particles was 

investigated in the ED balance at temperatures in the vicinity of 900 K. However, the 

technique using ED balance could only levitate a single small object with a size less than 

300 µm.100-101 Moreover, an electrical field can potentially influence chemical reactions in 

which charge transfer is involved. 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the ED balance and the system of temperature measurement.97 

2.4.2 Acoustic levitators using acoustic force  

The acoustic levitator is another apparatus that is also widely used for single-particle and 

droplet suspensions. Compared to an ED balance, an acoustic levitator is relatively simple 

to fabricate and can be combined easily with an external heating source. Currently. Contreras 
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et al.102 suspended liquid samples by acoustic levitator and detected chemical elements of 

liquid samples. The acoustic levitation system they presented was inexpensive and provided 

stable trapping force to suspend drops with diameters around 780 μm. Figure 2.6 presents 

the schematic of their experimental setup.  

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the acoustic levitation system on the xz-plane.102 

Recently, Marzo et al.103 developed a novel acoustic levitation system that could hold 

objects with larger sizes and densities. A total of 72 transducers were arranged at the top and 

bottom surfaces of the 3D printed levitator frame in a hexagonal pattern and operated at 40 

kHz. They transformed the electrical input signal into acoustic waves and generated enough 

trapping force to levitate both particles and droplets. A higher voltage of the excitation signal 

was required to levitate the denser objects. When the power voltage was maintained at 12 V, 

this made it possible to suspend objects with a diameter up to 4 mm and a density as high as 

2.2 g/cm3. Their levitator could provide continuous levitation for more than 2 h and 

highlighted good stability when the local temperature changed. Figure 2.7 presents the 

simulated acoustic field produced by the levitator.  
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Figure 2.7: Simulated acoustic field produced by the levitator. The color represents the emitting 

phase of the transducers.103 

Although the acoustic levitator is a suitable apparatus that can achieve contactless 

suspension and is easy to combine with high-flux radiation heating sources, its applications 

on biomass/biofuel thermal processes, especially the measurement of temperature and 

heating rate of fuels, are rarely reported. For this reason, in this thesis, the acoustic levitator 

was used to study the thermal processes of heated biomass particles and hydrochar slurry 

droplets under high-flux radiation. The detailed analyses are reported in Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6, respectively.  

 

2.5 Research gaps 

In summary, according to the literature review, radiation heating is critical in the 

investigation and characterization of different heat-related engineering processes, especially 

for small target objects (< 5 mm). The specific research gaps related to these targets include: 
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• Inadequate investigation of the in-situ temperature imaging for fluidized phosphors 

in high-temperature reactors and the radiation trapping effect of phosphors. 

• Unpredictable uncertainty caused by complex heat conduction between the sample 

and the holder in temperature measurement of biomass thermal processes 

• Insufficient report about the application of hydrochar in the form of a slurry droplet 

and its fuel properties and thermal characteristics for use in boiler, gasifier, or diesel 

engines 

• Deficient applications of levitation system on biomass/biofuel thermal processes, 

especially the measurement of temperature and heating rate of fuels 

• Limited determination of absorptivity and emissivity of typical solar particles (Al2O3 

and SiC) at high temperatures, which is the main source of uncertainty in numerical 

simulations of concentrated solar-particle receivers 

Therefore, the well-controlled high-flux radiation is employed as the heating source in this 

thesis to address these concerned research problems regarding the temperature measurement, 

the mechanism of heat transfer, and the determination of optical properties.
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Abstract  

The optical properties and scattering distribution of thermographic phosphors with varying 

particle loadings were investigated using a combined experimental and numerical method. The 

laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP) technique enables non-intrusive temperature 

measurements under harsh conditions using thermographic phosphors. In the LIP technique, 

the temperature of thermographic phosphors is strongly influenced by their optical properties, 

scattering distribution, and light transmitted through phosphor suspensions. ZnO:Zn and 

BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM) are two types of widely used phosphors due to their stable physical 

properties and high-temperature sensitivities. To study their inter-phosphor light transfer and 

provide a specification for the LIP technique, the angular scattering distribution and light 

propagation of these two phosphor suspensions was measured using a spectro-goniometric 

system. A collision-based Monte Carlo ray-tracing model was developed to extract their optical 

properties, including extinction coefficient, scattering albedo, asymmetry factors, and 

scattering fraction. With the void fraction around 0.98, the extinction coefficient of ZnO:Zn 
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was determined to be 4.719, while that of F grade BAM and N grade BAM were 11.584 and 

9.777, respectively. In addition, BAM had a higher scattering fraction (α = 0.99) than ZnO:Zn 

(α = 0.88). Due to the higher values of extinction coefficient and scattering fraction, BAM 

demonstrated more significant scattering than ZnO:Zn. Light transmission through phosphor 

suspensions was predicted along the direction of the light path. For ZnO:Zn, 70% of flux was 

scattered when the distance increases to 0.5, while for BAM, the distance was 0.15. 

Furthermore, with the same mass loading, smaller particle sizes can promote scattering and 

reduce the amount of light transmitted through phosphor suspensions.      
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1. Introduction 

Thermographic phosphors are widely employed to offer a non-invasive temperature 

measurement for both static and moving surfaces in various environments, like gas, droplet, 

and flame, based on the laser-induced phosphorescence (LIP) technique.1-2 Phosphors can 

absorb high energy and emit phosphorescence after laser excitation. These emissions from the 

coating of phosphors are temperature-dependent and can be utilized to determine the 

temperature of coated surfaces and particles-laden flows. Phosphors have been used as 

temperature monitors in recent decades and have been shown the feasibility to perform an 

accurate quantitative measurement in high-temperature reactors, such as combustion engines 

and gas burners.3  

 When using the LIP technique to perform temperature measurement under harsh 

conditions like flames and soot, phosphor particles also act as the medium to transfer heat 

between the heat source and gas flows. As the particle temperature increases, the radiation 

becomes the dominant form of heat transfer within the gas-particle multiphase flow. When the 

temperature rises from 600 to 1000 K, the contribution of radiation to heat transfer can increase 

from 10% to 30%, while at the temperature above 1000 K, this value can exceed 35%.4-5 In 

high-temperature processes, the particles are heated up by the radiation mainly in two ways: 

(1) direct radiation from the heat source; and (2) scattered radiation from the nearby particles. 

Therefore, the influence of particle loading on measured temperature should not be neglected.6 

There is a need to demonstrate the scattering distribution among phosphor suspension to 

understand the heat transfer that existed within the particles-laden flows and provide a 

specification for the LIP technique.7 

 In the previous work, Zhao et al.8 performed an in-situ temperature measurement of 

suspended phosphor aggregates using the LIP technique. High flux radiation was employed as 
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a heat source and irradiated the phosphors suspended in a fluidized bed. The linear relationship 

between particle temperatures and heat flux were identified. The highest average temperature 

of phosphor aggregates was estimated at 723 K. The fluctuation in phosphor temperatures was 

caused by the variations of particle mass loading due to the unsteady flows inside the fluidized 

bed. However, the effect of mass loading was not investigated in this work. The attenuated and 

trapped light caused by the strong inter-particle heat transfer, like phosphor scattering, was not 

reported due to the lack of information on the optical properties of phosphors.  

 Recently, optical properties and light transmission have been demonstrated on various 

phosphor media. For example, Leung et al. 9 used diffusion theory to measure light transport 

through phosphor plates with changing YAG:Ce3+ loading. The albedo is 0.7 for the light 

wavelength of 460 nm, independent of phosphor loading. The mean free paths of both 

absorption and transportation are on the order of sample thicknesses. Ma et al. 10 developed a 

multi-wavelength model based on a fluorescent radiative transfer equation to simulate light 

absorption, scattering, and re-absorbing effects for varying phosphor layers. Their model had 

a good agreement of less than 7.6% deviation with experiments. Besides, Kumar et al.11 

evaluated the radiative properties, including radiative transition rates and lifetime, of Eu3+ 

doped ZnAl2O4. Mohapatra et al. 12 investigated the optical properties of LiAl5O8: Eu 

phosphors with UV excitation.  

 Among different thermographic phosphors, ZnO:Zn and BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM) 

phosphors are two types of phosphors that are widely used in the LIP technique. For ZnO:Zn, 

the short lifespan of fewer than 1 ns enables the temperature measurement of fast-moving 

objects, which is significant for turbulent flows. For example, Kueh et al.6 reported the direct 

temperature measurement of individual ZnO:Zn phosphor aggregates using the LIP technique. 

At the radiation flux of 18.72 MW/m2, the maximum temperature recorded was 738 K. In 

addition, BAM is another widely used phosphor, which has stable physical properties and a 
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strong emission line at 440 nm.13 Its broad temperature-sensitivity range up to 1300 K ensure 

that BAM cannot be damaged in high-temperature applications.13 However, the comprehensive 

study on scattering distribution and light propagation is scarcely reported for these two 

phosphors. 

 Furthermore, numerical models have been developed to determine optical properties 

and to study the light transfer among different mono and polydispersed particle suspensions. 

For example, Coquard and Baillis14 computed the optical properties of spherical particle beds 

based on independent scattering theory. Cunsolo et al.15 calculated the scattering phase 

function of cellular foams using Monte Carlo ray-tracing techniques. Zeghondy et al.16 used 

the Radiative Distribution Function Identification (RDFI) model to determine the extinction 

and absorption coefficients of high porosity materials. To confirm the robustness of modeling 

approaches, experiments to determine optical properties were conducted on different light-

absorbing-scattering media. The literature covers the extinction coefficient determination of 

packed-beds,17 the asymmetry factor characterization of ceramic foams,18-19, and the scattering 

analysis of dispersed media.20 Besides, Liu and Mishchenko21-22 numerically investigated the 

scattering and optical cross-sections of soot clusters. They computed the scattering matrix of 

the aggregates and found that the effects of particle aggregation on scattering and absorption 

of soot clusters are important. However, numerical models usually use uniform media to 

simulate the light transfer through the dispersed media. Therefore, a combined experimental 

and numerical study on optical properties is important to be implemented to calibrate and 

correct the modeling results.23-24 

 The aim of this paper is to investigate the scattering distribution, light transmission, and 

optical proprieties of phosphor suspensions, involving extinction coefficient, scattering albedo, 

and scattering fraction, using a combined experimental and Monte Carlo method. Collimated 

laser modules were applied to demonstrate the effect of light trapping at room temperature. 
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Two types of phosphors, specifically ZnO:Zn and BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM), were selected 

as the surveyed particles. The phosphors with different mass loadings were homogeneously 

suspended in transparent epoxy resin as the experimental samples to study the effect of 

suspension void fractions. A spectro-goniometric experimental setup was developed to collect 

the scattering signals from the surface of phosphor suspensions multi-angularly in both forward 

and backward directions. The measured signals were applied to fit the modeling. A validation 

study using polystyrene latex beads served to confirm the accuracy of the numerical approach. 

The representative results were discussed by comparing the scattering behaviors between 

different phosphors types, particle sizes, void fractions, and sample thicknesses. Results 

obtained in this work can provide a specification for the LIP technique using thermographic 

phosphors and be used to study the light transfer among particle suspensions.  

 

2. Experiment approach 

A schematic of the experimental setup in this study is illustrated in Figure 1. The system mainly 

consists of a light source, a system arrangement, a sample, and a signal measurement sensor. 

The phosphors with different particle sizes and loading were homogeneously suspended in the 

transparent epoxy resin between two microscopy slide glasses as the experimental samples. 

Four collimated laser modules with different wavelengths at 532 nm, 635 nm, 808 nm, and 980 

nm were selected as the radiation light source. The laser beam passes were modulated by a 

mechanical chopper at 140 Hz to eliminate the background room light. After reflected by two 

mirrors (M1 and M2), the pulsed light passed the samples of thermographic phosphor 

suspensions. The lens pair (L1 and L2) with the focal length of 200 mm and 75 mm was used 

to capture the leaving radiation followed by refocusing it onto the sensor. A lens pair and a 

signal sensor were fixed on a rotary arm to conduct angular measurements for the incoming 
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light signal. This angular measurement was performed from 0° up to 165° with an interval of 

15° to capture the scattering signal forward and backward. The observed intensity received by 

the signal power sensor (Thorlabs, SE120C) was measured by a power meter (Thorlabs, 

PM320E) and then delivered to a computer for data acquisition purposes. The measured 

intensity was normalized by the reference signal, I0, which is measured at the viewing angle of 

0° for the sample without particles. The measurement of the power meter was triggered by the 

frequency of the mechanical chopper.   

 

 

Figure 1: Experiment setup for forward and backward scattering measurement. The measurement angle 

is from 0° to 165° with an interval of 15° on the xy-plane. F: filter, C: mechanical beam chopper, M: 

mirror, I: iris, L: lens, S: signal sensor, green line: laser beam.   

 

Two thermographic phosphors, ZnO:Zn and BaMg2Al10O17:Eu2+ (BAM) (Phosphor 

Technology, UK) were selected as the surveyed particles to make samples. For BAM 

phosphors, two different grades (F grade and N grade) were used to investigate the impact of 
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size. The particle size distribution of ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors were measured by the 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Malvern, Mastersizer 2000) and presented in Figure 2. The 

mean, median by volume (D50), D10, and D90 diameter of all particles are listed in Table 1. 

All three types of particles presented a log-normal size distribution, and the mean diameter was 

21.9 µm for ZnO:Zn, 4.8 µm for F grade BAM, and 9.2 µm for N grade BAM phosphors.   

 

Figure 2: Particle size distributions of ZnO:Zn and BAM (F and N grade) phosphors with indicated 

mean diameters. 

 

Table 1: Measured particle diameters of ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors.  

 ZnO:Zn (µm) 
BAM (F grade) 

(µm) 

BAM (N grade) 

(µm) 

Mean diameter,  

D 
21.8 4.8 9.2 

Median diameter 

by volume,  

D50 

17.9 4.4 8.5 

D10 5.0 2.1 4.7 

D90 45.1 8.3 14.8 

 

The particles were homogeneously mixed with transparent epoxy resin (Jinhua 

Electronic Materials, China). Then the mixture was placed between two microscopy glass 
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slides with dimensions of 75 × 25 × 1 mm, followed by 24 h drying. The small air bubbles 

introduced into the sample during the mixing process were removed by a vacuum pump. 

Sample thickness, t, was controlled by the spacer discs that were fixed between two glass slides. 

The small sample thicknesses, which ranged from 0.2 mm to 1.5 mm, allowing sufficient laser 

radiation was able to pass through the phosphor suspension and then observed by the sensor. 

Two side edges of the sample were covered by black opaque tape to stop the escaped radiation 

from the sides of glass slides. The internal reflection of glass slides was able to interfere with 

the detected signal especially when the measurement angle approaching 90°. The void fraction, 

ε, was calculated based on the mass and density of particles and epoxy resin using the following 

equation: 

𝜀 =  1 −

𝑚𝑃
𝜌𝑃

𝑚𝐸
𝜌𝐸

+
𝑚𝑃
𝜌𝑃

     (1) 

where 𝑚𝑃 and 𝜌𝑃 are the mass and density of phosphors particles, while 𝑚𝐸  and 𝜌𝐸  are the 

mass and density of epoxy resin, respectively. The particle loading could be expressed by 1 – 

ε. The thicknesses and void fractions of all samples produced for the investigation are listed in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2: Sample void fraction and thickness of ZnO:Zn and BAM (F and N grade) particle 

suspensions. The measurement uncertainty is ± 0.005 in the void fraction and ± 0.03 in the sample 

thickness.   

Phosphors Void fraction, ε (-) Thickness, t (mm) 

ZnO:Zn 

0.995 0.51, 1.05, 1.50 

0.985 0.51, 1.03, 1.52 

0.975 0.21, 0.50, 1.12 

0.965 0.21, 0.48, 0.68 

BaMgAl
10

O
17

:Eu2+ (F grade) 

0.995 0.23, 0.51, 0.70 

0.991 0.13, 0.30, 0.51 

0.985 0.20, 0.32, 0.50 

BaMgAl
10

O
17

:Eu2+ (N grade) 

0.990 0.15, 0.30, 0.52 

0.980 0.15, 0.31, 0.52 

0.972 0.15, 0.32, 0.49 

 

3. Modeling approach 

The optic properties, including scattering albedo ω, extinction coefficient β, and approximate 

scattering phase function Φ, of phosphor suspensions, were determined based on the radiative 

transport equation (RTE):25 

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑠
= 𝜅𝑟𝐼𝑏𝑟 − 𝛽𝑟𝐼𝑟(�̂�) +

𝜎𝑠𝑟

4𝜋
∫ 𝐼𝑟(�̂�′)Φ𝑟(�̂�′,

4𝜋

0
�̂�)𝑑Ω′   (2) 

where I is the intensity within the phosphors suspensions in the direction �̂� along with the 

distance s, 𝐼𝑏𝑟  is the intensity of a black-body, 𝜅𝑟  is the absorption coefficient, 𝜎𝑠𝑟  is the 

spectral scattering coefficient, and Ω is the solid angle. The term of  𝛽𝑟𝐼𝑟(�̂�) accounts for the 

intensity decreasing due to the scattering and absorption away from the direction �̂�. Besides, 

the term 𝜅𝑟𝐼𝑏𝑟 was ignored because it applies only to hot particles. 
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 In this modeling approach, the collision-based Monte Carlo ray-tracing method was 

applied with in-house code VeGaS.26 The model was developed for the whole experimental 

setup, including the optics arrangement and the sample with two microscope glass slides. The 

phosphor suspensions were modeled as homogeneous radiation scattering media. The light path 

is affected by the optical equipment. Therefore, each part of the experimental setup needs to be 

modeled with its location precisely. The laser radiation was approximated as a collimated 

circular light source with a diameter of 3.5 mm. The microscope glass slide was modeled as a 

double-layer Fresnel surface. The parameters of β, ω, and Φ were used as inputs of radiation 

properties, and the light path was calculated at least 5×106 stochastic rays for each set of input 

parameters.   

The scattering of large particles normally has a strong peak in forward directions and 

can be described by the Henyey–Greenstein (HG) phase function as:27  

Φ𝐻𝐺(θ𝑠, 𝑔𝑓) =
1−𝑔𝑓

2

(1+𝑔𝑓
2−2𝑔𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 θ𝑠)

3
2

    (3) 

where θ𝑠 is the scattering angle and 𝑔𝑓 is the asymmetry factor of the forward peak, which is 

between 0 and 1. HG phase function can be improved in the double Henyey–Greenstein (DHG) 

phase function by combing the backward scattering peak. This is defined as:28  

Φ𝐷𝐻𝐺(𝜃𝑠, g𝑓 , g𝑏 , 𝛼) = 𝛼Φ𝐻𝐺(g𝑓 , 𝜃𝑠) + (1 − 𝛼)Φ𝐻𝐺(g𝑏 , 𝜃𝑠)  (4) 

where α is the forward scattered fraction and 𝑔𝑏 is the asymmetry factor of the backward peak. 

The extinction coefficient, β, is the only optical property that can be derived from a 

direct evaluation of the results without the need for a model and curve fitting. It can be derived 

from the linear fitting of the logarithmic normalized sensor signal and different sample 

thicknesses at the viewing angle 0°: 
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𝐼

𝐼0
= 𝑒−𝛽𝑡      (5) 

where I is the intensity measured with phosphors, Io is the intensity measured without 

phosphors, and t is the sample thickness.25, 29    

The scattering albedo ω, extinction coefficient β, and three parameters of DHG function 

(α, 𝑔𝑏 and 𝑔𝑏) composed the independent parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation in this 

study and were turned stepwise. The modeled intensity distributions of different phosphor 

suspension samples were compared with the experimental results.  

 The modeling validation was conducted by polystyrene latex beads (Sigma-Aldrich, 

United States) with good sphericity. The bead size was measured by DLS (Malvern, 

Mastersizer 2000). Figure 3 presents its uniform size distribution with a mean bead diameter 

of 3.1 μm. The indicated mean diameter was used as the spherical diameter in the model.  

 

Figure 3: Particle size distribution of polystyrene latex beads with indicated mean diameter. 

A computer program was devised to predict the scattering function of polystyrene latex 

beads by integrating their size distribution.23 For uniform-sized spherical beads, the 

independent extinction coefficient can be expressed like: 

𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡(1 − 𝜀)
3

4𝑟
     (6) 
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where r is the particle radius and 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡 equals to 2 for large particles whose the size parameter 

2πr/λ ≫ 1.30 For the dense beads suspension, the extinction coefficient, β, is normally assessed 

by applying correction terms and described as: 

𝛽 = 𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑑𝛾 = 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡(1 − 𝜀)
3

4𝑟
𝛾   (7) 

where 𝛾 is the scaling factor from Singh and Kaviany:31 

𝛾 = 1 + 1.84(1 − 𝜀) − 3.15(1 − 𝜀)2 + 7.20(1 − 𝜀)3, for 𝜀 > 0.3.  (8) 

 

4. Results and discussion 

For the validation process, the packed bed made of two glass slides was filled up with 

polystyrene latex beads suspension, which was composed mainly of spherical polymer particles 

and water. A small amount of surfactant was added to stabilize the suspension. The inner 

thickness of the packed bed was 1.67 mm, and the concentration of latex bead suspension was 

3.351×107 beads/ml. The total volume of latex beads was calculated based on the bead size and 

the latex density of 1.005 g/ml. Its void fraction was determined by dividing the total volume 

of latex beads by the total volume of suspension liquid. The measured mean value was 0.71 ± 

0.01. The assumption of scattering albedo ωL = 0.999 was applied in the Monte Carlo ray-

tracing model to effectively reduce the computational time 23. The absorption coefficient was 

ignored for latex beads.  

Figure 4 illustrates the normalized signal of latex beads compared with the numerical 

model results of Monte Carlo as the function of the viewing angle. The measurement was 

conducted at a light wavelength of 532 nm. The scattering radiation was blocked by the sample 

at the viewing angle of 90o. As can be seen in the figure, the model presents a good agreement 

for both forward and backward scattering results. Therefore, the modeling method applied for 
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polystyrene latex beads is expected to determine the scattering behaviors of the ZnO:Zn and 

BAM phosphors samples.  

 

Figure 4: Normalized signal of polystyrene latex beads compared with the numerical model results of 

Monte Carlo at the light wavelength of 532 nm. 

 

 The dependency between the wavelength of incoming light and the detected signal 

intensity was tested in this study for both ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphor particles. Figure 5 

presents the measured normalized signal intensity (I/I0) as the function of the incoming light 

wavelength. The selected phosphor samples had a similar void fraction of around 0.985 and 

the sample thickness around 0.5 mm. The signals were detected at the viewing angle of 0° and 

45°. As shown in the figure, there are no significant correlations between the normalized signal 

intensity and the light wavelength within the spectral range from 532 nm to 980 nm. The slight 

decrease of ZnO:Zn suspension samples at the wavelength of 980 nm might due to the reduced 

transmission of epoxy resin in the near-infrared region. Because of this minor spectral effect 

on signal intensity, all measurements in the following studies were conducted at the light 

wavelength of 532 nm.   
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Figure 5: Normalized signal intensity at the viewing angle of 0° and 45° as the function of the incoming 

light wavelength for both ZnO:Zn and BAM samples whose void fraction ε = 0.985 and thickness t = 

0.5 mm. 

Figure 6 shows a typical example of ZnO:Zn phosphors to determine the value of β. 

The relationship between the logarithmic normalized sensor signal intensity and the sample 

thickness is presented in this figure. The measurement was conducted at a viewing angle of 0°. 

Three different particle loadings were investigated. The black lines indicate the respective 

linear fits for different samples and the β values can be derived from the linear slopes of the 

black lines. According to the figure, with the increase of the volume fraction of epoxy resin, 

the extinction coefficient increases rapidly. It shows that with the increase of the particle 

loading (1 – ε), the radiation extinction of particle suspensions is getting higher. As the 

extinction is the sum of absorption and scattering, thus, much light will be scattered at higher 

particle loading. These experimental estimated β values were used as the initial guess for the 

modeling approach. The same method was applied to calculate the β values for BAM 

phosphors. The final simulated β values which were derived from the Monte Carlo model for 

both ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors are listed in Table 3, together with other radiative 
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parameters obtained from the numerical approach. BAM phosphors had an extinction 

coefficient of about 50%, which was higher than that of ZnO:Zn phosphors.  

 

Figure 6: Logarithmic normalized signal of ZnO:Zn phosphors as a function of the sample thickness 

for the void fractions of 0.995, 0.985, and 0.975. The slopes of the linear fit lines indicate the values of 

the extinction coefficient. 

 

Table 3: Simulated optical properties derived from the Monte Carlo model: extinction coefficient 

β, scattering albedo ω, asymmetry factors of forward peak gf and backward peak gb, and 

scattering fraction α for different phosphors with various particle loading. 

phosphors 
void fraction, 

ε (-) 

extinction 

coefficient,  

β (mm
-1

) 

scattering 

albedo, 

ω (-) 

asymmetry factor 

of forward peak, 

gf (-) 

asymmetry factor 

of backward peak, 

gb (-) 

forward scattering 

fraction, 

α (-) 

ZnO:Zn 

0.975 7.694 1.000 0.707 0.836 0.921 

0.985 4.719 0.991 0.797 0.605 0.886 

0.995 1.791 0.997 0.875 -0.203 0.550 

BAM 

(F grade) 

0.985 11.584 0.999 0.918 -0.273 1.000 

0.991 5.810 0.999 0.887 0.773 0.981 

0.995 3.466 0.998 0.889 0.914 0.984 

BAM 

(N grade) 

0.972 15.639 0.999 0.906 -0.594 1.000 

0.980 9.777 0.999 0.902 0.691 0.994 

0.990 4.398 0.997 0.852 -0.279 1.000 
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Figure 7 compares the experimental normalized signal results of ZnO:Zn phosphors 

with the modeling results as a function of the viewing angle for various sample thicknesses and 

void fractions. All samples presented a similar scattering behavior with the relationship of 

viewing angles. An observed strong peak at the viewing angle of 0° was caused by the strong 

unscattered light that directly passed through the thin sample and reached the signal sensor.  

The viewing angle significantly influenced the experimental signal intensity. Excluding the 

strong peak at 0°, the normalized signal intensity of the forward scattering decreased gradually 

when the viewing angle increased from 15° to 75°. As the viewing angle further increased to 

more than 90°, the backward scattering behavior dominated the radiation process, showing the 

rising normalized signal intensity in the backward direction from 105° to 165°. The data at the 

viewing angle of 90° was ignored because the light was blocked at this location.  

Additionally, the large sample thickness led to a long optical path. Therefore, when 

increasing the sample thickness, the decline of the intensity peak at the viewing angle of 0° is 

caused by the reduced transmitted light that passes through the sample with a long optical path. 

However, on the other hand, the larger sample thickness could enhance the diffuse scattering 

behavior since more particles were in the path of the light beam. It can be supported by the 

increased backward scattering signal for the sample with the larger thickness shown in Figure 

7. 
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Figure 7: Experimental normalized signal of ZnO:Zn suspensions with various particle loadings (ε = 

0.975 to 0.995) and sample thicknesses (t = 0.21 to 1.50 mm) compared with numerical model results. 

Figures 8 and 9 present the experimental and modeling normalized signal intensity 

results of BAM particle suspensions with different particle sizes, void fractions, and sample 

thicknesses. In general, BAM phosphors show a similar intensity relationship with viewing 
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angle as ZnO:Zn phosphors. However, it should be noted that the sample thicknesses of 

ZnO:Zn varied from 0.20 to 1.50 mm, while that of BAM varied only from 0.2 to 0.7 mm. 

Therefore, BAM phosphors presented more significant scattering behaviors than ZnO:Zn 

phosphors, and its scattering intensity depended more on the sample thickness than ZnO:Zn 

phosphors. A larger sample thickness led to a lower normalized intensity at the viewing angle 

of 0° but the higher intensities appeared at the following angles. This relationship became more 

obvious when increasing the void fraction. The good agreement between the experimental and 

modeling results shown in these figures further confirm the accuracy of the modeling approach 

in determining the optical properties.   

Additionally, the accuracy of the experimental results was restricted by the detection 

limit of the power meter. When the scattering signal power was less than 0.1 μW whose 

corresponding normalized intensity was close or less than 0.0001, the detected signal was 

referred to as the noise level of the power meter. Consequently, a significant difference between 

the experiment results and modeling results could be observed at the viewing angles close to 

90° where the scattering signals were relatively weak, and their corresponding normalized 

intensities fell to below 0.0001.   
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Figure 8: Normalized signal of F grade (D = 4.8 μm) BAM phosphor suspensions with various particle 

loadings (ε = 0.985 to 0.995) and sample thicknesses (t = 0.20 to 0.70 mm) compared with numerical 

model results. 
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Figure 9: Normalized signal of N grade (D = 9.2 μm) BAM phosphor suspensions with various particle 

loadings (ε = 0.972 to 0.990) and sample thicknesses (t = 0.15 to 0.52 mm) compared with numerical 

model results. 

 Figure 10 shows the direct effect of particle loading on the detected scattering signal of 

ZnO:Zn phosphors and BAM phosphors (N grade). All samples’ thicknesses were maintained 
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at around 0.5 mm. When increasing the void fraction from 0.97 to 0.99, ZnO:Zn phosphors 

presented a more obvious dependency of scattering behavior on particle loading than BAM 

phosphors. Except for the signal intensity at the viewing angle of 0°, BAM phosphors had a 

similar intensity between different particle loadings in both forward and backward directions. 

It was also supported by the similar scattering albedo values derived from the model. Besides, 

the total detected forward scattering signal intensity of BAM phosphors was slightly higher 

than that of ZnO:Zn phosphors. This behavior could be due to the increased extinction 

coefficient of BAM phosphors suspensions, which results in a larger scattering fraction.  

 

Figure 10: Comparison of the normalized signal between (a) ZnO:Zn and (b) BAM (N grade) 

phosphors with the same sample thickness around 0.50 mm when changing the particle loading. 
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Figure 11 presents the prediction of net radiation density along the direction of the light 

propagation path for ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphor suspensions (ε = 0.98). Its values were 

determined using the radiative transport equation (Eq. (2)) and Henyey–Greenstein (DHG) 

scattering phase function (Eq. (3)). The net radiation flux decreased along the light path due to 

the light absorbed by the particles and the accumulated scattering out of the light path. From 

the figure, it is observed that the net heat flux decrease of BAM phosphors is more significant 

than ZnO:Zn phosphors. For ZnO:Zn phosphors, around 70% of flux was scattered when the 

distance increases to 0.5, while for BAM phosphors, the same scattering behavior was found 

at the distance around 0.15. This significant scattering behavior of BAM phosphors was caused 

by its large extinction coefficient and large scattering fraction. Additionally, for BAM 

phosphors, the particles with two different sizes were selected to investigate the effect of sizes 

on scattering. From Figure 11(b), both particles had a very similar heat flux divergence curve, 

however, the particles with a smaller size presented a slightly lower net heat flux than large 

particles. It is evidence that smaller particles can produce more significant scattering to reduce 

the amount of radiation transported through the particle suspensions.      

 

Figure 11: Net radiation density along the direction of the light path for ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphor 

suspensions (ε = 0.98). 
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5. Conclusion 

A combination of experiments and numerical simulations was developed to investigate the 

optical properties of ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors suspensions with various sample thicknesses 

and void fractions. The optical properties, including scattering albedo ω, asymmetry factors of 

forward peak gf and backward peak gb, and scattering fraction α, were derived from the 

developed collision-based Monte Carlo ray-tracing model. The simulation results were fitted 

by the experimental scattering radiation distributions which were measured from the viewing 

angle from 0° to 165°. The dependency between the wavelength of incoming light and the 

detected signal intensity was tested at four different wavelengths, namely 532 nm, 635 nm, 808 

nm, and 980 nm, and no significant correlations between the normalized signal intensity and 

the light wavelength were observed. ZnO:Zn and BAM phosphors presented a similar 

scattering distribution, which had reduced forward scattering and increased backward 

scattering; however, the scattering of BAM phosphors was more dependent on solid loading. 

The extinction coefficient β was determined from the experimental results. With the void 

fraction around 0.98, the extinction coefficient of ZnO:Zn phosphors was 4.719, while that of 

F grade BAM phosphors and N grade BAM phosphors were 11.584 and 9.777, respectively. 

Thus, BAM phosphors had an extinction coefficient of about 50% higher than that of ZnO:Zn 

phosphors. In addition, BAM phosphors also had a higher scattering fraction (α = 0.99) than 

ZnO:Zn phosphors (α = 0.88). Due to the higher values of extinction coefficient and scattering 

fraction, BAM phosphors showed more significant scattering behavior than ZnO:Zn phosphors. 

In the prediction of radiation density transferred along the direction of the light path, 70% of 

net heat flux was scattered by ZnO:Zn phosphors when the light distance increased to 0.5, while 

for BAM phosphors, the same scattering behavior was found at the distance around 0.15. 

Stronger scattering behaviors were observed on the phosphors with a smaller size.  
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8.1 Conclusions 

In conclusion, a uniform and well-controlled radiation flux, provided by the multi-diode 

laser system, has been successfully utilized to investigate the thermal characteristics, heat 

transfer, and optical properties of particles, tablets, aggregates, and droplets. These targets 

were suspended in space using a variety of techniques, including fluidization, acoustic 

levitation, and hanging on very thin thermocouples. Furthermore, epoxy has been used for 

non-thermal scattering investigation of BAM and ZnO:Zn phosphors suspensions.  

 Fluidized beds can be utilized to suspend a large number of small particles and 

aggregates whose sizes are in micron ranges. They provide rapid and uniform mixing of 

particles in the reactors. However, the particles loading in the fluidized bed is difficult to 

control. As the particles can constantly moving, their residence time is short. Epoxy resin 

can be used to suspend particles homogeneously. The particle loading can be well-controlled. 

The transparent nature of epoxy allows the radiation to pass through the suspended particles. 

Although this method is practical to investigate the non-thermal radiation scattering of static 

particle suspensions, it cannot be used in studies related to radiation heating or mobile 

particles. Acoustic levitators are efficient to suspend both solid particles and droplets in 

space. Any physical contact can be avoided to eliminate the influences of unnecessary 

conductive heat transfer. They are relatively simple to fabricate and can be easily combined 

with an external heating source. However, its levitation ability is limited by the power supply 

voltage. In this thesis, the acoustic levitator was successfully to suspend objects with a 

diameter less than 4 mm and a density up to 2.2 g/cm3. Furthermore, once levitated, the 

particle will be continuously spinning in space around the vertical axis with an angular 

frequency of approximately 7 rounds per second. This spin might also cause the shape 

oscillation of small droplets under radiation heating. To suspend particles with higher density, 

thin thermocouple wires attached to the particles may be utilized. These thin wires, less than 
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100 µm in diameter, enable fast response for temperature measurements under high-flux 

radiation. Their small diameters can minimize the heat loss through the thermocouple during 

radiation heating. However, this method can only be used to perform non-spatial temperature 

measurements of static solid targets. Besides, the heat transfer between the thermocouple 

and targets cannot be eliminated. The measurement accuracy is affected by the thermal 

conductivity of the materials.  

Chapter 3 investigated the in-situ temperature imaging of fluidized BAM phosphor 

aggregates under high flux radiation. To perform the non-intrusive temperature 

measurements of suspended aggregates in a multiphase flow, the planar laser-induced 

phosphorescence technique was employed to record the single-shot temperature imaging of 

fluidized BAM aggregates under high-flux radiation using an ICCD camera. The average 

temperature of mobile BAM aggregates was found to vary from 404 to 723 K as the heat 

flux was increased from 4.48 to 28.87 MW/m2. The maximum temperature of single 

aggregates of 1063 K was found to be much higher than the maximum temperature of 650 

K that was recorded using ZnO:Zn phosphors. The averaged and maximum aggregates 

temperature increased linearly with increasing the radiation flux by a factor of 14.7 and 25.5, 

respectively. The probability distribution of all measured aggregate temperatures over 300 

images was described by gamma distribution under each flux. The dependence of aggregates 

temperature to heat flux was consistent with expected trends, thus providing further 

confidence that the temperature imaging method reported in this paper is reliable to measure 

the temperature of mobile particles in multiphase flow.  

Chapter 4 investigated the non-thermal radiation trapping of BAM and ZnO:Zn 

phosphor suspensions at room temperature using a combined experimental and numerical 

approach. The accurate characterization of optical properties and scattering distributions are 

required to understand the heat transfer within particle-suspension flows. Optical properties 
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also play an important role in the modeling of scattering and secondary heating of the 

processes. In this work, the optical properties, including scattering albedo, asymmetry 

factors of each forward and backward peak, and scattering fraction, were derived from the 

developed collision-based Monte Carlo ray-tracing model. The experimental results of 

scattering distribution showed good agreement with the Monte Carlo ray-tracing model. 

With the void fraction around 0.98, the extinction coefficient of ZnO:Zn phosphors was 

4.719, while that of F grade BAM phosphors and N grade BAM phosphors were 11.584 and 

9.777, respectively. In addition, BAM phosphors also had a higher scattering fraction (α = 

0.99) than ZnO:Zn phosphors (α = 0.88). Due to the higher values of extinction coefficient 

and scattering fraction, BAM phosphors had more significant scattering behavior than 

ZnO:Zn phosphors. In the prediction of radiation density transferred along the direction of 

the radiation path, 70% of net heat flux was scattered by ZnO:Zn phosphors when the 

radiation distance increases to 0.5, while for BAM phosphors, the same scattering behavior 

was found at the distance around 0.15. Stronger scattering behaviors were observed on the 

particles with smaller sizes. The method and optical properties presented in this study can 

be applied to investigate the radiative heat transfer in other different particle-suspension-

involved systems.  

Chapter 5 investigated the time-resolved temperature profiles of acoustically 

levitated biomass tablets under high-flux radiation. To overcome the limitation of complex 

heat conduction between the sample and the holder in traditional methods, an acoustic 

levitator was employed in this thesis to suspend biomass tablets in space and to avoid any 

undesired conductive heat transfer caused by physical contact. Time-resolved temperature 

profiles of radiatively-heated biomass particles were accurately measured using a 

thermographic camera with a high spatio-temporal resolution. Three different thermal 

processes were reliably identified, which are the initial fast-heating process within 1 s, the 

secondary slow-heating process from 1 to 3 s, and the final ignition starting at 3 s. The 
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heating rate was evaluated from the temporal profile of the temperature measured. The 

ignition temperature of biomass tablets was around 430 to 450 K. The acoustic levitation 

system can also be applied to other small tablets, e.g., solid wastes and liquid droplets, and 

has the potential to be combined with other measurement methods, e.g., a gas analyzer for 

biomass. 

Chapter 6 investigated the characterization of radiatively-heated hydrochar slurry 

droplets which were derived from hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc. Its rheological 

properties were measured experimentally. Its combustion properties under high-flux 

radiation were determined by suspending the droplets in space using an acoustic levitator. 

The higher heating value of hydrochar was measured to be 26.0 MJ/kg, which is similar to 

that of sub-bituminous coal. The flow behavior index of hydrochar slurry was determined to 

be less than unity for all samples. The low index values imply that the hydrochar slurry is 

pseudo-plastic and desirable for liquid fuel applications. Representative images of hydrochar 

slurry samples with 50 wt.% and 40 wt.% solid loadings were recorded under the high-flux 

radiation of 1.92 and 0.74 MW/m2. Three thermal processes were identified from the 

temporal temperature profiles. The maximum heating rate of 50 wt.% slurry droplets were 

measured above 400 K/s before ignition and its surface ignition time was observed at 0.37 ± 

0.01 s. The surface ignition temperature of hydrochar slurry was around 375 ± 15 K. The 

results imply that hydrochar slurry is a highly reactive biofuel. The use of the high-flux 

radiation system can efficiently heat the samples and is practical to simulate the heating 

behaviors of fuels in the real combustion environment.   

In Chapter 7, the emissivity and absorption function of Al2O3 and SiC particles at 

high temperature have been determined. The emissivity and absorption function of Al2O3 

and SiC particles were experimentally studied in this thesis to provide reliable fundamental 

optical data for solar-particle receivers. The values of emissivity were determined to be 0.75 

± 0.015 for Al2O3 and 0.92 ± 0.012 for SiC from room temperature to around 1200 K, 
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independent of temperature. The absorption function E(m), which was specified for 910 nm, 

of Al2O3 increased significantly with temperature when it was over 800 K, while that of SiC 

only slightly decreased with temperature. The modeling results of micro-sized particles 

indicate that the temperature rise-time of the two materials have significantly different 

dependencies on the radiation flux, which is attributed to their different absorption 

capabilities. 

Table A1 shown in Appendix summarizes all techniques and parameters used in each 

measurement, together with the measured properties and key results that have already been 

placed in our papers for publication.  

In summary, the multi-diode laser system, which provides a uniform and well-

controlled radiation flux, has been successfully applied to demonstrate the radiation heating 

of particles, aggregates, tablets, and droplets. Laser, optical, and conventional techniques are 

utilized to reliably record the temperature change in the target bodies, determine the thermal 

characteristics such as heating rates, and investigate the heat transfer process and optical 

properties of the selected targets. The outcomes obtained from these works offer the 

fundamental knowledge to the studies of heat-related processes and advance the 

understanding of heat transfer involved in high-temperature reactions. 

 

8.2 Future works 

Although considerable contributions have been made to knowledge in the application of 

well-controlled radiation with thermal and optical diagnostics, the following aspects could 

still be suggested in further research. 
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Firstly, the application of the multi-diode laser system utilized in this thesis can be 

extended to other thermal processes that require intense heat as energy sources. For example, 

the solar thermochemical process of hydrogen production is a high-temperature endothermic 

reaction derived from a concentrated solar reaction. The thermodynamic analysis of such 

processes can be investigated in the future to evaluate their thermal and chemical efficiencies. 

In addition, for high-temperature reactors, the main drawback of the fluidized bed utilized 

in this thesis is the short residence time of particles, which is caused by the short moving 

path of particles within the heating region. Also, the particles can easily escape from the 

system with air, leading to a decreasing in mass loading in the experiment. Therefore, using 

vortex reactors can be considered in further works. With the design of their rotating cavity 

and small aperture, particles in the reactor can reach both an extended residence time and a 

higher temperature as a result of the longer moving path and the more concentrated radiation 

compared to the fluidized bed. The long residence time also makes the particles feasible to 

meet the high-temperature requirement within a shorter time. The closed cavity also avoids 

the undesired particle loss in the experiment.   

Secondly, the acoustic levitation system has the potential to be applied to other small 

objects and combined with different diagnostic techniques for in-situ element analysis. For 

example, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a suitable option to 

simultaneously detect multi-elements on the surface of the targets. As an acoustic levitator 

can be easily combined with an external laser and well control the position of the targets, it 

is applicable to assisting the LIBS elements detection and increasing the measurement 

accuracy. This technique can be applied to both liquid and solid objects. It is especially 

important for applications that require fast chemical element analysis with limited sample 

volumes.   
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Finally, computational modeling and calculation can be introduced to simulating the 

morphological changes of targets under radiation heating and characterizing the related 

thermal effects. As the total volume and mass of the solid biomass tablets decrease during 

gasification, the shrinking of biomass may affect the heating and cooling rates of the table 

layers, the reaction time, and the production yields. Furthermore, clear shape oscillations 

have been observed on acoustically levitated fuel droplets in this thesis, which are caused by 

the reducing surface tension and water evaporation during radiation heating. This shape 

oscillation can be modeled by taking various liquid properties, such as viscosity, aspect ratio, 

and Bernoulli pressure, into consideration. Therefore, developing kinetic models for shape 

changes, coupled with the heat transfer model, has the potential to improve the understanding 

of the overall progress of complex thermal reactions such as gasification in future research. 

It is also important in the design of industrial units.
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Table A1: Thesis summary 

Research targets 
Suspension 

methods 

Radiation parameters 

(wavelength/flux) 

Measurement 

techniques 
Measured quantities Key findings 

Paper 

number 

Phosphor aggregates 

(BAM) 
Fluidized bed 

910 nm / 

0 - 28.87 MW/m2 

• Planar laser-induced 

phosphorescence  

• ICCD camera 

• Single-shot temperature image 

• Average and maximum aggregates 

temperature 

• Temperature probability distribution 

• Maximum temperature of single aggregates: 1063 K 

• The average temperature under high flux: 723 K 

• The linear increasing factor of temperature against 

radiation flux: 14.7 for average aggregates 

temperature; 25.5 for maximum aggregates 

temperature 

• The particle temperature distribution under heating 

flux: Gamma distribution  

• The factors determining temperature distribution: 

Temperature of cooling air, the surface of 

aggregates, and airflow inside the fluidized bed  

Paper I: 

Chapter 3 

Phosphors (BAM and 

ZnO:Zn) 
Epoxy resin No heating  

• Spectro-goniometric 

scattering 

• Monte Carlo ray-tracing 

model 

• Scattering albedo  

• Extinction coefficient 

• Scattering phase function 

• Scattering radiation distribution 

• Extinction coefficient: 4.719 (ZnO:Zn), 11.584 (F 

grade BAM), 9.777 (N grade BAM) 

• Scattering fraction: 0.88 (ZnO:Zn), 0.99 (BAM) 

• The distance of 70% net heat flux scattered: 0.5 

(ZnO:Zn), 0.15 (BAM) 

Paper II: 

Chapter 4 

Biomass tablets Acoustic levitation 
910 nm / 

0.51 – 1.08 MW/m2 
• IR thermometry  

• Time-resolved temperature profile 

• Heating rate 

• Ignition time 

• Ignition temperature 

 

• Identification of three different thermal processes 

• Ignition temperature: 430 to 450 K 

• Ignition time: 3 s 

Paper III: 

Chapter 5 

Hydrochar slurry 

droplets 
Acoustic levitation 

910 nm / 

0.74 and 1.92 MW/m2 
• IR thermometry  

• Time-resolved temperature profile 

• Time-resolved heating rate 

• Ignition time 

• Ignition temperature 

• Combustion behavior image  

• Higher Heating Values: 26.0 MJ/kg 

• The maximum heating rate of 50 wt.% slurry: 400 

K/s 

• Surface ignition time: 0.37 ± 0.01 s 

• Ignition temperature: 375 ± 15 K  

Paper IV: 

Chapter 6 

Solid particles (Al2O3 

and SiC) 

Hanged by thin 

thermocouples   

910 nm / 

0.17 – 6.35 MW/m2 

• Thin thermocouple 

• Heat transfer model  

• Time-resolved temperature profile 

• Emissivity 

• Absorption function 

• Maximum temperature of micro-

sized particles 

• Temperature rise-time of micro-sized 

particles   

• Emissivity of Al2O3: 0.75 ± 0.015  

• Emissivity of SiC: 0.92 ± 0.012 

• The change of absorption function with 

temperature: Significant increase for Al2O3; Slight 

decrease for SiC 

• Temperature rising time of micro-sized particles: 

Opposite behaviors shown by Al2O3 and SiC 

Paper V: 

Chapter 7 
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